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TTTThe Institute is glad to re lease the Quarter ly News letter  
“Prathibha” the third editi on of the  year 2015 as a special issue on 
the occasion of i ts 39th Annual Day Celebrations. E stablished in 
the year 1976 as a small unit near Lekha Bhavan with a moderate  
strength of 22 trainees, the Institute has grown up in all spheres, 
rendering 39 years of glorious services to the organization.  

IIII t is worthwhi le to mention the achievements of the Institute  
between the two Annua l days. The Institute bagged the efficiency  
shield for  the “Best Mechanical Training Institute” in South  
Central Railway for the year 2014-15. GM /S.C . Railway  
inspected STC on 22.09.2014 and inaugurated  the “New Block”  
adding additional infrastructure to the Institute. During the  
September  2014 to September 2015, 1229 supervisors were 
trained in STC. 

    SSSSeminars on “  Bio- Toilets”  “  EMD /GM Locomotives”  
“SPAD” “E lectronic In-Motion Weigh Bridges” and “Stainless 
Stee l Welding”  special courses on “  Integrated Management 
System” and “House Keeping”  were organized inviting 
representatives from RDSO , DRDO   CAMTECH and outside 
professionals which yielded  best  results and enriched the 
knowledge of  Supervisors. 

WWWW orking models are added in the C&W laboratory to impart 
practical oriented traini ng to new recruits through RRB. A single  
car test rig, CBC with housing and LSD of BLC wagons are few 
new working mode ls added.  Similar ly cut mode ls of WDG4 
loc omotive components are added in Diesel Laboratory Specia l 
courses were introduced during this year identi fying the training  
needs of the supervisors.    

TTTThis special edition is re leased with  presentati ons on various topics  
by the  Faculty of the Institute.    The facu lty  of the Institute  
continues its endeavors to impart the best training to the supervisors 
bringing awareness on latest technologica l developments in Rolling  
Stock to achieve best overall performance by  Mechanica l 
department.  

WWWW e welcome you r suggestions and articles both technical a nd non 
technical and photographs relevant to Rai lways by sending them 
through e-mai l to principa l.stc.sc@gmail.c om.  

       JJJJ oyful Reading….  

                                                    
(V.Anantha Rao)  
Principal/STC/SC 

 

��तभा    PrathibhaPrathibhaPrathibhaPrathibha    
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Vol. No.0Vol. No.0Vol. No.0Vol. No.03333/201/201/201/2015555    

जुलाई----�सतंबर    2015    अकं  

JULYJULYJULYJULY----SEPTEMBERSEPTEMBERSEPTEMBERSEPTEMBER    2012012012015555    IssueIssueIssueIssue    
*** 

नोट : कृपया नोट �कया जाए �क इस समाचार प	 म� 

�का�शत �कए गए लेख केवल पाठक" के संदभ% के �लए 

है.  पाठक" को यह सू)चत �कया जाता है �क सह* 

जानकार* के �लए मूल �नयमावल* और नवीनतम सुधार 

पच/ या संशोधन" को देख� . 
Note: Kindly note that articles published in this News Lette r are only for 
refernce to the readers. Readers are advised to refer original manuals 
and latest correctionslips or amendments for accurate information. 

 

इस अंक म� INSIDEINSIDEINSIDEINSIDE    

 

संपादक3य    

EDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIAL    
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The institute was established in the year 1976 

as ‘Technical Training Centre’ and 

subsequently named as Supervisors’ Training 

Centre from 21.09.1978.  The geographical 

area of STC comprises of about 7 acres (34963 

Sq.Yards) centrally located in Secunderabad.  

The institute is enveloped by gardens, breeze 

of various trees and bushes and enlivened by 

chirping of birds with peaceful and Gurukul 

environment for systematic learning.  All 

mandatory courses are conducted as per the 

Training Modules approved by the Railway 

Board as well as various need based 

programmes to meet the training needs of 

Supervisors of various departments viz., 

Mechanical, Stores etc. of not only South 

Central Railway but also adjoining Zonal 

Railways and Production Units of ICF & RWF 

of Southern Region. 

 

 

To achieve continual excellence in training the 

human resources for continual improvement 

in the performance and uphold the image of 

Indian Railways. 

 

 

1. To impart qualitative training to all 

supervisory grade trainees and upgrade 

their knowledge in various aspects of 

Rolling Stock maintenance and Stores 

Departments. 

2. To inculcate dedicated work culture 

wrapped with safety habits among the 

trainees to achieve maximum productivity. 

3. To conduct seminars on important topics 

covering various aspects in Railway 

working with special attention on safety 

and quality of service. 

4. To introduce new courses as and when the 

necessity arises based on the field 

requirements by continuous interaction 

with HODs and field officers of various 

Divisions and Workshops. 

5. To achieve 100% capacity utilization. 

6. We continually strive to make and 

maintain Supervisors’ Training Centre, 

Secunderabad as ‘Centre of Excellence 

for Learning’. 

 

 

Name (Sri/Smt)  Designation Contact No.  

Head of the Institute (Sri) 

V. Anantha Rao Principal  9701370412  

Rly:89589(O) 

Teaching Faculty (Sri/Smt.) 

DIESEL 

K. Nagarathnam Sr. Lecturer 

(Mechanical)  

 

9849550087 

M.V.Srinivasa Rao Sr. Lecturer 

(Diesel 

Electrical)  

8179022218 

C&W 

R.Venkatachari Sr. Lecturer 

(C&W) 

9701361296, 

9440471021 

S.Srikrishna Sr. Lecturer  

(Safety & Stores) 

9490929729 

WORK STUDY  

K.Parameshwara 

Chary 

Sr.Instructor  

(Work study)  

9866609490 

Rly:89543 

Ch. Phaneendra 

Nadh 

Sr.Instructor  

(Work study)  

9866439517 

Rly:89580 

DRAWING 

M. Narasimha 

Reddy 

Sr. Lecturer 

(Drawing)  

9160044410 

 

METALLURGY 

M.V.Subba Rao Sr. Lecturer 

(Metallurgy) 

9848674147 

STORES  

N.Gunavati Sr.Instructor 

(Stores)  

9848911785 

Herman Cooper  Sr.Instructor 

(Stores)  

9553705862 

Administrative Staff(Sri) 

K.Mallikarjuna 

Rao 

Hostel 

Superintendent  

9573695571 

Rly:89497 

Ch.Komuraiah Libra rian 8897534375 

Sanfrens Kujur  O.S. 7396385339 

Rly:89482 

J.V.Krishna Kireeti Sr.Clerk 9491388232 

Rajesh Kumar 

Sharma 

Jr.Clerk  7416220521 

हमारा प5रचय ABOUT US 

हमार+ नी�त OUR POLICY 

हमारे उ%देEय OUR OBJECTIVES 

हमार+ ट+म OUR TEAM 
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Description Details 

No. of class 

rooms/learning 

units 

10 

Class rooms 

total capacity 
200 

No. of 

Seminar/Meeti

ng Halls 

01 with capacity of 100 

trainees 

Model 

Rooms/Laborat

ories 

06: 
i) Diesel (Mech.)Lab  
ii) Diesel (Elec.) Lab 
iii) Mechatronics 

Laboratory 
iv) Carriage & Wagon 

Laboratory 
v) Welding Laboratory 
vi) Computer Laboratory 

Computerised 

Library 
3000 books, about 50 

CDs and 117 audio visual 

items. 
Hostel/Mess 

facility 
32 rooms with 96 beds 

capacity. 
• Capacity of Dining Hall- 

48 persons. 

• Mess run by Trainees 

on no profit & no loss 

basis. 

Entertainment i) Colour TV with DTH 

connection 
ii) DVD player 
iii) Recreation Room 
iv) Carom board & chess 

etc. 
Extra Curricular 

Activities 
i) Yoga & Meditation 
ii) Games- indoor and 

out door 
iii) Gymnasium 
iv) Gardening 

Medical 

Facilities 
Central Railway Hospital, 

Mettuguda,    

Secunderabad at a 

distance of 1 km. 
• First aid kits available 

at Hostel and at 

Training centre. 
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Wing Category 
No. of 

Trainees 

C&W App. SSE (RRB) 01 

App. JE (RRB) 12 

Intermediate App. JE 

(INC) 

05 

App.JE (Ranker) 07 

DIESEL App. JE (RRB) 13 

WORKSHOP App. JE (RRB) 05 

Intermediate App. JE 

(INC) 

19 

DRAWING App.SSE(RRB) 01 

Total 63 

अवसंरचना / INFRASTRUCTURE Apprentices Undergoing Training Apprentices Undergoing Training Apprentices Undergoing Training Apprentices Undergoing Training     
(as (as (as (as on 26.09.2015)on 26.09.2015)on 26.09.2015)on 26.09.2015) 

 
Principal,  

Faculty , Staff and Trainees of 

Supervisors Training Centre, 

Secunderabad 

Happy to share the joyful moments  

With you all 

 On the occasion of  

39th  Annual day Celebrations on 

29.09.2015. 
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LASER CUTTING AND LASER CUTTING AND LASER CUTTING AND LASER CUTTING AND 
WELDING WELDING WELDING WELDING MACHINE FORMACHINE FORMACHINE FORMACHINE FOR    
MANUFACTURING OF LHB MANUFACTURING OF LHB MANUFACTURING OF LHB MANUFACTURING OF LHB 

COACHESCOACHESCOACHESCOACHES    

----Compiled byCompiled byCompiled byCompiled by    
Sri S.Sri S.Sri S.Sri S..Srikrishna.Srikrishna.Srikrishna.Srikrishna    

Sr.Lecturer(SafetySr.Lecturer(SafetySr.Lecturer(SafetySr.Lecturer(Safety    &&&&Stores)Stores)Stores)Stores)/S/S/S/STCTCTCTC    
    
Purpose: Purpose: Purpose: Purpose:     
For Fabricating Side wall sheets from Plain 
sheets or Side wall Modules with flared 
windows through Integrated Laser cutting 
and Laser welding operation. 
 

 

  

 
MAKE: M/S. BALLIU, BELGIUM. 
    

Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:Specifications:    

Sheet thick: 0.8 to 3 mm SS   
Sheet size: 1250x2500 mm 
Laser type : CO2   
  
Laser power: 3 kw 
Welding and Cutting speed: 1500mm/min 

    

LASER CUTTING:LASER CUTTING:LASER CUTTING:LASER CUTTING:    

LASER means Light Amplification by 
Stimulated Emission of Radiation. It is the 
beam of Light particle called PHOTON 
emitted from a source of solid (e.g. Ruby 
Crystal Rod) or gaseous substance (e.g.  
CO2). At ICF, CO2 based Lasers are used. It 
is a pre mixed Gas of CO2, Helium & 
Nitrogen. 

Nitrogen acts as a catalyst to bombard the 
CO2 molecule. The excited unstable 
Carbon atom goes to high energy level and 
returns. While returning it emits photon. 
The process continues and large amount of 
photons are released. 

Helium acts as a cooling agent. These 
released photons with very high energy are 
passing through reflecting mirrors and 
lenses. The Laser beam is focused towards 
the material to be cut and it only melts the 
materials.  

Actual cutting (Separation of metal) is 
achieved by the high pressure gas passed 
through a nozzle. Cutting Gas is Oxygen for 
normal steel and Nitrogen for Stainless 
Steel.  

Laser Beam + Cutting Gas = Laser Cutting 

Laser cutting is most advantageous because 
of faster cutting,  quality cutting, high 
precision holes, eliminates de burring, no 
distortion and high productivity.  

LASER BEAM WELDINGLASER BEAM WELDINGLASER BEAM WELDINGLASER BEAM WELDING    

In Laser welding a focused beam of 
monochromatic light (the laser beam) is 
focused on the joint,  creating a plasma, and 
local melting. 

Typically, no filler metal is used. Shielding 
gas is blown through a nozzle in the laser 
unit to protect the weld.  

The laser beam can be focused to 0.1 to 
1.0 mm diameter. 

Due to narrow weld pool geometry, high 
travel speed of the beam and low total heat 
input the molten metal solidifies quickly 
producing a very thin heat affected zone 
and little thermal distortion 
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Advantages of Laser Welding Advantages of Laser Welding Advantages of Laser Welding Advantages of Laser Welding     

• Deep narrow welds  
• Minimal distortion  
• High joint completion rates  

• Joint design flexibility  
• Minimal use of consumable  
• Ease of automation  

• Aesthetically pleasing welds  
• Low heat input  

Thermal conductivity welding :Thermal conductivity welding :Thermal conductivity welding :Thermal conductivity welding :    

The materials to be joined melt as a result 
of absorption of the laser beam on the 
surface of the material, and the associated 
conduction of heat. The solidified smelt 
joins the materials. 

Deep penetration welding:Deep penetration welding:Deep penetration welding:Deep penetration welding:    

• Based on the creation of a vapor capillary 
in the material.  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Introduction:Introduction:Introduction:Introduction:    It is one of the most familiar 
Non-destructive method, which is used daily in 
sheds, shops and Production Units. Ferro 
magnetic Materials such as ferrous, Steel, alloy 
steels and Cast Iron components can be tested. 
This method will detect the presence of cracks, 
laps, tears, seams, inclusions and discontinuities 
on surface and slightly below the surface (sub-
surface).  

PrinciplePrinciplePrinciplePrinciple: When a component is placed in a 
magnetic field (or) component is subjected to 
magnetic field, the lines of magnetic flux get 
intersected by such defects. Magnetic poles are 
induced on either side of the discontinuities. 
This causes an abrupt change in the path of 
magnetic flux resulting a local flux leakage. 

If the discontinuity is open to the surface, the 
magnetic field leaks out to the surface and 
forms small north & south poles that attract the 
magnetic particles and  clearly visible, which are 

sprayed on the component either by wet 
method or dry method. 

    
    
• Energy density of approx. 106 W per 
cm2. 

• The material is heated to its evaporation 
point.  

• Capillary ("keyhole") is moved through 
the material and following the contour to 
be welded.  

• The hydrostatic pressure, the surface 
tension of the smelt, and the vapor 
pressure in the capillary compensate each 
other,  so that the "keyhole” does not 
collapse.  

• The total reflection within the keyhole 
guides the laser beam deep into the 
material. 

** 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

ProcedureProcedureProcedureProcedure: Component is cleaned properly. It 
is magnetised by Permanent or Induced 
magnets. Magnetic particles are sprayed on the 
object. Ensure that the magnetic field set up will 
be perpendicular to the discontinuity and give 
the clearest indication. After inspection the 
component must be put demagnetizing 
operation. Cracks are visualised by white light 
(100 foot candle) or in day light. If fluorescent 
magnetic particles are used in Electro Magnetic 
crack Detector machine wet method, black light 
(UV light 1000µW/cm2) is used.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Magna flux testing by Permanent yoke magnetMagna flux testing by Permanent yoke magnetMagna flux testing by Permanent yoke magnetMagna flux testing by Permanent yoke magnet    

 
 

MAGNETIC PARTICLE MAGNETIC PARTICLE MAGNETIC PARTICLE MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTIONINSPECTIONINSPECTIONINSPECTION    ((((MAGNAMAGNAMAGNAMAGNA    FLUX)FLUX)FLUX)FLUX)    
    

----Compiled byCompiled byCompiled byCompiled by    
Sri M.V.Subba RaoSri M.V.Subba RaoSri M.V.Subba RaoSri M.V.Subba Rao    

Sr.Lecturer (Metallurgy)/STCSr.Lecturer (Metallurgy)/STCSr.Lecturer (Metallurgy)/STCSr.Lecturer (Metallurgy)/STC    
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Types of magnetic powderTypes of magnetic powderTypes of magnetic powderTypes of magnetic powder: Magnetic fine 
powder of Iron or black Iron Oxide is used for 
the purpose. These particles are coated to 
prevent oxidation & sticking. Powder is 
available in two colours, red & black. 
Depending on the part to be inspected colour is 
selected. 

Magnetic particles with fluorescent coating and 
inspected under UV light are also used. Powder 
is applied in the form of dry spray or wet 
spray(powder is suspended in low viscosity, 
non-corrosive and non-aqueous liquid like 
Kerosene). Wet method has an advantage on 
vertical and underside of Horizontal surface. 

Magnetization MethodsMagnetization MethodsMagnetization MethodsMagnetization Methods: 

1.Continuous Method  
2. Residual Method 
3. Circular magnetization 
4. Longitudinal magnetization 
5. Transverse magnetisation 
6. Direct Current 
7. Alternate Current 
8. Rectified Alternate Current. 

SensitivitySensitivitySensitivitySensitivity:::: It is affected by many factors, 
including strength of the indicating suspension, 
time in contact with the suspension, time 

allowed for indications to form, time subject to 
magnetising current and strength of the 
magnetising current. To test sensitivity of 
particles Ketone ring test is conducted. Cracks 
with minimum 30µ size can be detected.    

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference: RDSO specification 
M&C/NDT/8/91APPD, ASTM specification 
ASTM E 1444. 

AdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantages: 

� It is best method for Ferrous components. 

� Equipment cost is less. 
� Testing period is less 

� After testing components serviceability not 
be disturbed. 

�  Surface & sub-surface cracks can be 
identified. 

DisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantages:  

� Non-magnetic materials can’t be tested. 

� Demagnetisation is required. 
� Not suitable for  the   Rough surfaces and 

scratches 
� Cracks must be in perpendicular to the 

magnetic field. 

ZYGLO TESTZYGLO TESTZYGLO TESTZYGLO TEST    

‘Zyglo’ is the registered trade mark of the 
Magnaflux Corporation applied to its 
equipment and material for fluorescent 
penetrate inspection. Familiar Non- Destructive 
method. It is a complete water washable 
Fluorescence liquid penetration test. It is 
carried out to detect small surface cracks lide 
shrinkage cracks, crater cracks, porosity, 
blowholes and incomplete fusion. 

PrinciplePrinciplePrinciplePrinciple: The penetrating liquid contains a 
material that emits visible light, when it is 
exposed to Ultraviolet radiation ( wave 

length3650A°)lamp that emits ultraviolet light 
are called black light, because the visible light 
they might normally emit is stopped by a filter, 
making them appear black(or) dark purple. 
When the part to be inspected is viewed under 
black light, the defect appears as a bright 
fluorescing mark against a black back ground. 
Fluorescent penetrant on surface is drawn into 
crack. Water spray removes penetrant from  
surface but not from cracks and pores. 
Developer acts like a blotter to draw penetrant 
out of crack. Black light causes penetrant to 
glow in dark.  

 
Magna flux testing by AC/DCHW yoke Magna flux testing by AC/DCHW yoke Magna flux testing by AC/DCHW yoke Magna flux testing by AC/DCHW yoke 

magnetmagnetmagnetmagnet    
 

 
Magna flux testing by Electro Magnetic Magna flux testing by Electro Magnetic Magna flux testing by Electro Magnetic Magna flux testing by Electro Magnetic 

Crack DetectorCrack DetectorCrack DetectorCrack Detector    
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ProcedureProcedureProcedureProcedure: Clean the surfaces of the object to 
be inspected. Apply the fluorescent penetrant 
on the surface by dipping, spraying, brushing or 
in some other convenient manner. Allow the 
component at least half an hour in the means of 
dwelling or soaking. The fluorescent is drawn 
into crack and other discontinuities by strong 
capillary action. The surface is washed with 
water spray having 40 psi pressure from 38 cm 
distance to remove penetrant from surface but 
not from crack. Then the component is dried 

in hot air oven at below 60°C. Apply the 
developer powder. The surface is viewed under 
black light. 

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements:  

� 100W mercury vapour spot lamp working 
life shall not be less than 2000 hours. 

� Power source 220V, 50 Hz single phase 
power supply. 

� 5∗  test panels made with Ni-Cr alloy are 
used to test for penetration quality. 

Reference:RDSO specification 
M&C/NDT/4/91 and M&C/NDT/105/01.  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Advantages:Advantages:Advantages:Advantages:    

� This test is used for the materials like 
ferrous, non-ferrous plastics, Nylon, 
ceramics, glass etc.,  

� Sensitivity of the crack Minimum 20µ size 
can be detected. 

� Greater visibility. 
� Water washable. 
� Good for rough surface, key ways and 

threads portions. 
� High speed, economical of time. 

�  Small parts in large quantity can be 
checked. 

DisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantages: 

� Difficult to rerun parts. 
� Anodizing, Chromate finish may affect 

sensitivity. 
� Not reliable on scratches and similar shallow 

surface conditions. 
� UV light is Hazardous, need of personnel 

protection. 
� Not suitable for heavy components.   

 
** 

  

 
Crack identi fied under UV light           

by Zyglo testing 
 

QQ 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING OF TROUBLE SHOOTING OF TROUBLE SHOOTING OF TROUBLE SHOOTING OF 
ELECTRONIC INELECTRONIC INELECTRONIC INELECTRONIC IN----MOTION MOTION MOTION MOTION 

WEIGHBRIDGES WEIGHBRIDGES WEIGHBRIDGES WEIGHBRIDGES     

- Compiled Compiled Compiled Compiled bybybyby    
Sri Ch.Phaneendra NadhSri Ch.Phaneendra NadhSri Ch.Phaneendra NadhSri Ch.Phaneendra Nadh    
Sr.Instructor(WS)/STCSr.Instructor(WS)/STCSr.Instructor(WS)/STCSr.Instructor(WS)/STC    

    

� The Weighment results are erratic.The Weighment results are erratic.The Weighment results are erratic.The Weighment results are erratic.    
    

� Check the connections of the load 
cells. 

� Check whether there is any change in 
the calibration value. 

� Check whether the Sleepers adjacent to 
the weigh rail are stable or not. 

�  Whether adequate time has been 
given to the system to get warm up and 
stabilize. 

� Whether the train being weighed has 
been started from adequate distance. 

� Has the driver been able to maintain 
the uniform speed of the train. 
 

� The speed of the train The speed of the train The speed of the train The speed of the train cannot be cannot be cannot be cannot be 
maintained.maintained.maintained.maintained.    
    
� Check the track conditions. 
� Check the layout of the station yard 

and signals. 
� Instruct the driver to start the train 

from a distance from where he can 
maintain the constant speed without 
notching. 

� Check the parameters of the track. Too 
tight gauge will affect the speed of the 
train. 
 

� The movement of wagon is not detected The movement of wagon is not detected The movement of wagon is not detected The movement of wagon is not detected 
by the system.by the system.by the system.by the system.    
    
� Check the connections of the track 

switches. 
� Check whether adequate DC voltage 

is coming in the track switch or not. 
� Check the height of the track switch. 

 
� The wagon movement is detected but the The wagon movement is detected but the The wagon movement is detected but the The wagon movement is detected but the 

gross weight is not displayed.gross weight is not displayed.gross weight is not displayed.gross weight is not displayed.    
    
� Check the connections of the load cells 

on weigh rail as well as on the weighing 
processor. 

� Whether the system was given 
adequate time to stabilize. 

� Was the system “Zero Balancing” done 
internally? 
 

� The system misses the wagon in between.The system misses the wagon in between.The system misses the wagon in between.The system misses the wagon in between.    
� Check the height of the track switch. 
� Check the wheel of the wagons which 

missed. 
 

� The weigh processor is not commutating The weigh processor is not commutating The weigh processor is not commutating The weigh processor is not commutating 
with the PC.with the PC.with the PC.with the PC.    
    

� Check the connection of the PC and 
Weigh processor. 

� Check whether signal is getting generated 
from the Load Cell. 

� Check whether the Track switch is 
functioning properly or not.  
 

� The Weigh processor  is displaying  “Zero The Weigh processor  is displaying  “Zero The Weigh processor  is displaying  “Zero The Weigh processor  is displaying  “Zero 
Error”Error”Error”Error”    
    

� Normally this happens due to disturb in 
calibration value. 

� If such display comes then it should be 
ensured that no rolling stock axle is in the 
vicinity of the weigh rail. 

� Check whether any load cell has got 
disconnected. 

� The Weigh processor is displaying “Un The Weigh processor is displaying “Un The Weigh processor is displaying “Un The Weigh processor is displaying “Un 
Known Vehicle” Known Vehicle” Known Vehicle” Known Vehicle”     

� Check the functioning of the Track 
Switches. 

� Check the Rolling stock for any hanging 
part. 

� Check the wheel profile. 
� Check the type of rolling stock. 
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� The Zero Balance is not getting set up.The Zero Balance is not getting set up.The Zero Balance is not getting set up.The Zero Balance is not getting set up.    
� Normally this happens due to disturb in 

calibration value. 
� If such display comes then it should be 

ensured that no rolling stock axle is in 
the vicinity of the weighrail. 

� Check whether any load cell has got 
disconnected. 

� The PC is  not  commutating with  the The PC is  not  commutating with  the The PC is  not  commutating with  the The PC is  not  commutating with  the 
Printer.Printer.Printer.Printer.    

� Check the connection of the PC and 
Printer 

� Check whether the Printer is in ON 
LINE mode or not. 

� Check the jamming of the paper. 
� Check whether incoming voltage is 

proper or not. 
� Check whether the connected batteries 

are having proper voltage or not. 
� Check the functioning of the UPS 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

� The The The The PC PC PC PC System is not getting started.System is not getting started.System is not getting started.System is not getting started.    
� Check the MCB / Fuse of the system 
� Check the RAM and clean it and 

reinstall the same. 
� Don’t allow the PC to be used for any 

other work.  
� The System is  displaying “Communication The System is  displaying “Communication The System is  displaying “Communication The System is  displaying “Communication 

Error”Error”Error”Error”    
� Check whether the earthing is properly 

connected and in working condition. 
� Check whether the COM ports are 

properly connected or not.  
� The UPS is not working properly.The UPS is not working properly.The UPS is not working properly.The UPS is not working properly.    

� Check the voltages of the connected 
batteries. 

� Check the Specific Gravity of the 
connected batteries. 

� Check whether incoming voltage is 
proper or not. 

 
** 
 
 

 

 

  

    
EIMWB  EIMWB  EIMWB  EIMWB  ––––        System Block DiagramSystem Block DiagramSystem Block DiagramSystem Block Diagram    
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BOGIE MOUNTED BRAKE BOGIE MOUNTED BRAKE BOGIE MOUNTED BRAKE BOGIE MOUNTED BRAKE 
SYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEM    

FOR FREIGHT STOCKFOR FREIGHT STOCKFOR FREIGHT STOCKFOR FREIGHT STOCK    
    

----Compiled byCompiled byCompiled byCompiled by    

Sri R.Venkata Chary,Sri R.Venkata Chary,Sri R.Venkata Chary,Sri R.Venkata Chary,    
Sr.lecturer/STC/SCSr.lecturer/STC/SCSr.lecturer/STC/SCSr.lecturer/STC/SC    

    
1.01.01.01.0 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

In the air brake system, a lot of developments 
have taken place such as bogie mounted Air 
brake system, Twin pipe air brake system, 
Automatic load sensing device etc,. As a result, 
the maintenance and requirements have 
changed considerably.     

Recently, Bogie mounted Brake System 
(BMBS) has been introduced for freight stock. 
The details of BMBS are given below.    

2.02.02.02.0    Description of Description of Description of Description of BMBSBMBSBMBSBMBS    

The Bogie Mounted Brake system (BMBS) 
equipment (Given in figure-1) consists of a 
transversely mounted pneumatic Brake 
Cylinder with a self-contained, double acting 
slack adjuster, two brake beams, two bell crank 
levers and interconnecting push rods. The 
hand brake arrangement is available as a 
mechanical model with two flexible handbrake 
cables. The pneumatic Brake Cylinder is 10" in 
diameter for application with high friction 
brake shoe (K-type) on CASNUB type bogies. 
The system consists of a unique design with two 
pneumatic Brake Cylinder (one per bogie) to 
deliver reliable braking performance and is light 
in weight. It fits into CASNUB bogie and uses 
58 mm thick brake shoes. 

Brake cylinder contains an integral double 
acting slack adjuster, which provides optimal 
braking force and minimizes shoe & wheel 
wear. The design is with high strength and 
minimal brake beam deflection. 

 

FigureFigureFigureFigure    ----1111    

3.03.03.03.0    Working Description of Working Description of Working Description of Working Description of BMBS BMBS BMBS BMBS     

During application, the air is introduced into 
the brake cylinder, which forces out the piston 
along the ram assembly. The brake cylinder is 
floating in nature, as result the brake cylinder 
extends equally on both the sides. This 
extension of brake cylinder causes the rotation 
of the bell crank levers on their pivot (which is 
on primary brake beam) and forces the push 
rod to move towards the secondary beam. This 
movement causes the secondary brake beam to 
move towards the wheels and apply force on 
the wheels. Simultaneously a reaction force is 
developed which causes the primary brake 
beam (along with levers and brake cylinder) to 
move towards the wheels. The primary brake 
beam continues to move until it touches the 
wheels and apply force on the wheels. 

 

Figure -1A 

 

FigureFigureFigureFigure    ----2222    

    

FigureFigureFigureFigure    ----3333    
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When the brakes are released, the air from the 
brake cylinder is exhausted to the atmosphere 
through the Distributor valve. The return 
spring inside the brake cylinder pushes the 
piston along with the ram assembly back to its 
original position. The bell crank levers rotate 
back, causing the beams to move back to their 
earlier positions. The brake cylinder is 
equipped with a double acting slack adjuster. If 
there is any wear (Brake Shoe/Wheel) or any 
slackness in the structure, it will be 
automatically compensated by the built in slack 
adjuster which pays out to fill the gap. 

4.0    SALIENT FEATURES4.0    SALIENT FEATURES4.0    SALIENT FEATURES4.0    SALIENT FEATURES    

More SafetyMore SafetyMore SafetyMore Safety    

Two nos. of 10" brake cylinders with inbuilt 
double acting slack adjuster have been used per 
wagon. Along with this an automatic load-
sensing device has been used for two stage 
braking (empty / loaded). This delivers 
optimum braking performance and hence 
increases safety parameters. . 

ReliabilityReliabilityReliabilityReliability    

Instead of one 14” cylinder, two 10” cylinders 
have been provided per wagon (one per bogie)., 
This increases the system reliability as in case of 
failure of one cylinder the wagon can be moved 
on another cylinder with the isolation of failed 
cylinder.  

Cost ReductionCost ReductionCost ReductionCost Reduction    

a) Maintenaa) Maintenaa) Maintenaa) Maintenance costnce costnce costnce cost    

Two cylinders are provided with inbuilt slack 
adjuster, re-screwing of slack adjuster is 
automatic and can be done from the side of the 
wagon by a crow bar. The system simplified 
installation and even shoe wear helps extend 
the turn round time between wagon 
maintenance intervals. 

b) Fitment costb) Fitment costb) Fitment costb) Fitment cost    

The BMBS is drop in fit product as new brake 
beams are provided to slide in the existing 
chutes of bogie. It is very easy to assemble, no 
special training or tools are required for 
assembly. 

c) Pay load cosc) Pay load cosc) Pay load cosc) Pay load costttt    

A unique design that delivers optimum braking 
performance while minimizing weight. With 
this system has reduced the tare weight of 
BOBRN wagon by almost 200 kg, which in 
turn increases the payload. 

d) d) d) d) Easy Retro fitmentEasy Retro fitmentEasy Retro fitmentEasy Retro fitment    

This brake system can be easily fitted on any 
standard bogie without making any 
modifications. This is a drop in fit system and 
does not require any kind of modifications in 
the existing bogie. 

e) e) e) e) Simplified Hand Braking InstallationSimplified Hand Braking InstallationSimplified Hand Braking InstallationSimplified Hand Braking Installation    

In this system, hand brake is easy to install 
provides improved reliability and safety. There 
is minimum number of levers in the hand 
brake mechanism. 

f) f) f) f) Replaceable Brake HeadsReplaceable Brake HeadsReplaceable Brake HeadsReplaceable Brake Heads    

Improved features replaceable brake heads 
which do not require disassembly of the bogie 
for installation. This system is a direct acting 
system and does not require levers or reverse 
direction devices.  

g) g) g) g) Integral Double Acting Slack AdjusterIntegral Double Acting Slack AdjusterIntegral Double Acting Slack AdjusterIntegral Double Acting Slack Adjuster    

Integral double acting slack adjuster maintains a 
constant 56mm piston stroke, resulting in 
uniform and efficient braking performance 
even as the brake shoes and wheel we.ar. The 
slack adjuster has a total make up of 500 mm, 
compensating for 192 mm of nominal brake 
shoe wear and 192 mm of nominal wheel wear. 

h) h) h) h) Patented Beam DesignPatented Beam DesignPatented Beam DesignPatented Beam Design    

The Beam design dramatically reduces bending 
loads in the beams, enabling the use of lighter 
structure with no sacrifice in the performance. 
In this system, cylinder is mounted parallel to 
the brake beams and transfers forces through 
the bell cranks. This parallelogram design 
improves the efficiency and aligns the braking 
forces with the wheels, which reduces the shoe 
and wheel wear. 

i) i) i) i) Under Bolster DesignUnder Bolster DesignUnder Bolster DesignUnder Bolster Design    

In this system push rods are positioned under 
the bolster and can be configured to work with 
all bogie designs. 

� BMBS is reduces bending loads in the 
beams, enabling the use of lighter structure with 
no sacrifice in the performance. The brake 
cylinder is mounted parallel to the brake beams 
and transfers forces through the bell cranks. 
This parallelogram design improves the 
efficiency and aligns the braking forces with the 
wheels, which reduces the shoe and wheel 
wear. 
� The system delivers optimum braking 
performance while minimizing weight. 
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� The system can be easily fitted on any 
IR standard casnub bogie without making any 
modifications. This is a drop in fit system and 
does not require any special tools and training 
for installation/assembly. 
� To achieve uniform wheel loading, the 
loads are applied to the ends of the brake beam 
instead of center. 
� The system uses IR standard 58 mm thick 
K type brake blocks. 
� A replaceable brake head design 
permits the reuse of the beam in the event that 
the brake heads gets damaged. Replacement of 
the brake head is quickly accomplished by 
removal of only one pin. 
� The push rods are positioned under 
the bolster. With this system the track 
clearance has been increased, as there is 
nothing under the spring plank of the bogie. 
� Instead of one 14" cylinder, the system 
uses 2 nos. of 10" brake cylinders per wagon, 
one per bogie. This increases the system 
reliability as in case of failure of one brake 
cylinder, the wagon can be moved on with 
other brake cylinder with the isolation of failed 
brake cylinder. 
� The integral double acting slack adjuster of 
the brake cylinder maintains a constant piston 
stroke resulting in uniform brake performance 
even as the brake shoes and wheels wear. The 
slack adjuster has a total make-up capacity of 
500 mm, which will compensate for total 
combination of shoe wear, wheel wear and 
clearance. 
� Re-screwing of slack adjuster is 
automatic and can be done from the side of the 
wagon by a pry bar. 
� All cylinders are equipped with an 
automatic piston stroke indicator. 
� The hand brake systems uses two steel 
hand brake cables pulled through standard 
hand brake rigging as a means to apply the 
hand brakes. The cables provide a flexible and 
lightweight interface to the hand brake actuator. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� The system also has an automatic 
pressure modification (APM) device (EL-60 
valve) for two stage braking (empty / loaded). It 
is fitted between wagon under frame and the 
bogie side frame. 

7.07.07.07.0    WORKING PRINCIPLE OF BMBS WORKING PRINCIPLE OF BMBS WORKING PRINCIPLE OF BMBS WORKING PRINCIPLE OF BMBS 
HAVING APM VALVEHAVING APM VALVEHAVING APM VALVEHAVING APM VALVE    

� The brake system provided on the 
wagons with BMBS is single / twin pipe 
graduated release system with automatic two 
stage braking. Its operating principle is as 
follows. 
� Schematic layout of twin pipe 
graduated release air brake system as provided 
on the wagons is shown in figures 4. Brake pipe 
/ Feed pipe runs through the length of wagon. 
Brake pipes / Feed pipes on consecutive 
wagons in a train are coupled to one another by 
means of hose coupling to form a continuous 
air passage from the locomotive to the rear end 
of the train. Brake pipe is charged to 5 kg/cm2 
through the compressor of the locomotive. 
Brake pipe is charged to 5 kg/cm2 through the 
compressor of the locomotive. Feed pipe is 
charged to 6 kg/cm2. 
 
� The wagons are, provided with 
automatic pressure modification (APM) device 
EL-60 valve to cater for higher brake power in 
loaded condition instead of the conventional 
manual empty load device. With the provision 
of this, brake cylinder pressure of 2.2 ± 0.25 
kg/cm2 is obtained in empty condition and 3.8 ± 
0.1 kg/cm2 is obtained in the loaded condition. 
� To obtain this a change over 
mechanism, APM under-frame and side frame 
of the bogie. The mechanism gets actuated at a 
pre-determined change over weight of the 
wagon and changes the pressure going to the 
brake cylinder from 2.2 ± 0.25 kg/cm2 to 3.8 ± 
0.1 kg/cm2 in case of changeover from empty to 
loaded and vice versa. 

.* * 
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TIME MANAGEMENTTIME MANAGEMENTTIME MANAGEMENTTIME MANAGEMENT    
    

    
- Compiled by 

Sri K.Paramewara Chary,Sri K.Paramewara Chary,Sri K.Paramewara Chary,Sri K.Paramewara Chary,    
Sr.Instructor (WS)Sr.Instructor (WS)Sr.Instructor (WS)Sr.Instructor (WS)/STC/STC/STC/STC    

Identify what is really important in your Identify what is really important in your Identify what is really important in your Identify what is really important in your 
life  life  life  life  and build your activities and goals around 
these big rocks. Having clear core values will 
avoid decision paralysis.    

Identify what are your time wasters: Identify what are your time wasters: Identify what are your time wasters: Identify what are your time wasters: 
How many activities do you do that can be 
delegated to others? Do you live in a cluttered 
environment that drains your energy? Which 
activities can you eliminate without any 
particularly important repercussions? How 
much time you spend worrying over things that 
are not within your circle of influence?    

EliminaEliminaEliminaEliminate procrastination. te procrastination. te procrastination. te procrastination. Just stop it 
plain and simple. Identify why you are 
procrastinating and challenge your assumptions. 
Are you a perfectionist? - learn how to manage 
it. Do you create a huge to-do list that is 
impossible to go through? - cut out on the list. 
Do you feel overwhelmed with some large 
tasks? - chunk them down in smaller activities… 
and just Do it.    

Use a  planning systemUse a  planning systemUse a  planning systemUse a  planning system such as - a to-do 
list every day. Having a to-do list will help you 
to focus on the Big Rocks of life especially if 
you prioritize well.    

Plan the hardest task and DO IT Plan the hardest task and DO IT Plan the hardest task and DO IT Plan the hardest task and DO IT  the 
first thing so that you get over the hardest task 
early on when you have high energy levels- in 
other words, as they say: eat your frog.    

Learn to time activity correctly: Learn to time activity correctly: Learn to time activity correctly: Learn to time activity correctly: I find 
that people who are not outstanding achievers 
generally lack the ability to time activities 

effectively. If you do not time activities 
effectively, you will find yourself sliding off your 
schedule and missing out on important 
activities.     

Focus on the task at hand: Focus on the task at hand: Focus on the task at hand: Focus on the task at hand: Do not start 
doing many things at the same time. Chunk big 
jobs into smaller one, focus on the particular 
task, get it done and then move on. And please 
– do not give me the multi tasking excuse. Yes, 
you can multi task but you have to be focused 
on the task at hand.    

Do  Do Do Do not  handle an  activity twice: not  handle an  activity twice: not  handle an  activity twice: not  handle an  activity twice: When 
you can finish it in one sequence, for example – 
unless you are sure you can take the time to 
answer an e-mail or a letter right away – don 
not open it.    

Give a  strict time frame Give a  strict time frame Give a  strict time frame Give a  strict time frame to meetings 
or activities.  Make sure you come out with 
clear actions from the meetings. As otherwise it 
is just a waste of time.     

Drop  tasks that you do not do Drop tasks that you do not do Drop tasks that you do not do Drop tasks that you do not do or 
those which are of no benefits. Learn to 
delegate effectively. Make sure that you 
delegate to people who have the knowledge and 
skills and delegate a task completely. Offer help 
if required but do not breath down peoples 
necks.      

Avoid being distracted by requests Avoid being distracted by requests Avoid being distracted by requests Avoid being distracted by requests or 
telephones during activities which you need to 
focus intensively. Give clear instructions that 
you are not disturbed unless the office is on 
fire.    

Never leave the scene of a  situation Never leave the scene of a  situation Never leave the scene of a  situation Never leave the scene of a  situation 
that requires a  decision without taking a specific that requires a  decision without taking a specific that requires a  decision without taking a specific that requires a  decision without taking a specific 
action. action. action. action. Taking an action right away will ensure 
you save time in the future.  If you keep 
procrastinating on an action you need to take, it 
will come back to you with vengeance and you 
will waste more time trying to solve the 
repercussions.    
 

** 
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